NP Committee Meeting
21.6.17
Minutes

Present: GRD IP RT DD OL CB CE
Apologies: SC
1. Open Event
This will take place on Sunday, Sept 3rd as part of the Carnival at the High School in the bandstand
10.00 - 4.00. A sister event will take place in the Clubroom on Thursday, Sept 7th 6.00 - 9.00pm to
capture those who do not want to attend or pay to go to the Carnival
2. Green Spaces
RT spoke to the documents he had prepared on this. Comments to be received by June 28th. All
sheets and maps to be found on the village website
3. Draft Policies
GRD circulated a list of draft policies and community actions. These are still evolving eg there will
be a further one that emerges from the current work on green spaces. Initial comments on these to
be returned to GRD by July 5th.
N.B. After more work and drafting, these policies will be reviewed by Ian and MSDC who will
advise us of any amendments to make them secure before they go to the PC for comment. This is
give the draft policies credence and assure the PC that they are appropriate and relevant
4. New Members
These need to have a specific role, additional skills and a positive and proactive approach plus be
prepared to be impartial which may conflict with roles on the PC. CE and CB were asked to
consider if there was any task they thought we had not already covered in the NP that they would
like to lead on. If there are any, they will feedback to the committee.
5. Site Assessments
4 members of the team had had another dialogue/interview with AECOM to discuss finer details.
The work has now begun and GRD has written to landowners of submitted sites asking for
confirmation of their intent. These landowners are: Peter Smith, Philip Cleveland, G. Cooper,
Adrian Lawson, Nick Stones, N. Haddingham, Peter Hillen. The 13 sites have been accepted by
AECOM for assessment
6. A.O.B.
RT queried if MSDC will provide the final maps of the village for publication as we are not
licensed. Debenham are currently going through this process so we will follow their example
IP is to provide RT with additional data on employment and Stradbroke residents

Date and time of next meeting:

Thursday, July 27th at 8.00pm in the Webb Room
The focus of this meeting will be:

• Site assessment feedback
• Open Event Preparation including inclusive consultation
• Policies and community actions

